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Abstract— Tracking occluded objects at different depths
has become as extremely important component of study
for any video sequence having wide applications in
object tracking, scene recognition, coding, editing the
videos and mosaicking. This paper experiments with the
capabilities of image annotation contour based tracking
for occluded object. Image annotation is applied on 3
similar normal video sequences varying in depth. In the
experiment, one bike occludes the other at a depth of 60
cm, 80 cm and 100 cm respectively. The effect on
tracking is also analyzed with illumination variations
using 3 different light sources in video sequences having
objects occluding one another at same depth. The paper
finally studies the ability of annotation to track the
occluded object based on pyramids with variation in
depth further establishing a threshold at which the ability
of the system to track the occluded object fails. The
contour of both the individual objects can‟t be tracked
due to the distortion caused by overlapping of the object
pyramids. The thresholds established can be used as a
bench mark to estimate the capability of different
softwares. The paper further computes the frame by
frame error incurred by the system, supported by detailed
simulations. This system can be effectively used to
achieve flawless tracking as the error in motion tracking
can be corrected. This can be of great interest to
computer scientists while designing surveillance systems
etc.
Index Terms— Image Annotation, Object Tracking,
Depth, Occlusion, Contour
I. INTRODUCTION
Motion tracking plays an important role in the analysis
of any video sequence. Over the years motion tracking is
being applied widely in multiple fields like biomechanics
[2], avionics [3], sport analysis [4], medical [5] etc.
Despite the ability of the present systems, occlusion,
depth variation, and blurriness are some of the issues
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which can hinder the effective object tracking. The real
world video sequences consist of complex cases of
occlusion that are difficult to handle thus occlusion. One
of the tedious areas of interest with multiple applications
like scene recognition, surveillance, object tracking etc is
tracking occluded objects at different depths.
This paper focuses on using the annotation tool
provided in [1] to label and track different objects in
three similar video sequences varying in depth. The
system provides a robust algorithm to track object in
above mentioned complex occluded video sequences.
The effort in labeling and tracking the object is greatly
decreased by allowing the user to make as well as label
the contour of object in any one frame followed by the
automatic tracking of the contour in other frames. The
human interaction plays a pivotal role in labeling the
objects as the user can correct the label in different
frames thus removing the error produced by the computer
vision system, hence increasing the efficiency of the
system.
The paper tries to analyze a very important and crucial
aspect related to tracking occluded objects. Three similar
videos having two moving objects, one occluding the
other with variation in depth, were analyzed. In the
videos two bikes, one occluding the other at depth 60 cm,
80 cm and 100 cm were analyzed. The results were
explained on the grounds of pyramids. The effect on
tracking is also analyzed with illumination variations
using 3 different light sources in video sequences having
objects occluding one another at same depth. The paper
also computes the frame by frame error incurred by the
system, supported by detailed simulations. Finally we
establish a threshold at which the tracking ability of the
systems fails. The threshold is established by computing
the percentage overlap of contours of the two objects till
both are not distorted. The contour of both the individual
objects can‟t be tracked due to the distortion caused by
overlapping of the object pyramids after this threshold.
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Figure. 1 a) Contour generated on the objects b) Annotated sequence for 60 cm depth c) Annotated sequence for 80 cm depth d) Annotated sequence
for 100 cm depth

The following paper has been divided into four
sections. The next elaborates the algorithm
implemented by the paper for tracking the contour of
the object. Section three explains the simulation results
while the final section four, discusses the summary of
the paper.
II. HUMAN BASED ANNOTATION
The system used in the paper makes use of human
assisted layer segmentation, and automatic estimation of
optical flow for object contour tracking. In order to
increase the robustness of the system, the objective
functions of flow estimation and flow interpolation are
modeled on lagrange's L1 form [1]. Many techniques
such as iterative reweighted least square (IRLS) [5, 6]
and pyramid based coarse-to-fine search [4, 6] were used
at large for the optimization of these non linear object
functions.
A. Human assisted layer segmentation
This module works on the basis of human interaction
with the labeling. The first step is the Initialization of
contour in one frame. Due to background cluttering or
other changes like shadow etc in the frame, errors can
occur in the contour formed by the user. The error in
contour can be corrected anytime by the user in any
frame which is further automatically passed to the other
frames. The forward and backward tracking of the target
is simulated automatically by the system. Particle filter is
Copyright © 2012 MECS

used to track the object in the system as real time
performance is considered more important than accuracy
[7]. In addition, Occlusion handling technique has also
been included in the contour tracker itself [1]. Suppose a
function is defined using landmarks points as
M  {ap : ap  R 2 }np 1
at frame F 1 . The motion vector vp
represents each landmark at frame F 2 . Depending upon
whether the tracking is back or forth, the frame F 2 can
be after or before F 1 . Instinctively, we want the
movement of contour to be persistent and should match
with the image features. In order for the movement to be
persistent, we use optimization. The objective function is
defined as:
T

T

B ({vp})    mp (c) | F 2((ap+vp+c)-F1(ap+ c)| +  sp|vp - vp+1|
p 1 cTp

p 1

(1)
vT  1  vT , where v is the motion vector. In the equation,
the length between the contour points ap and ap  1 is
l
sp 
lp  l
calculated by using the weight sp ; we define
lp || ap  ap  1 || and l is the average of lp . It‟s
where
evident from these equations that closer the points in the
contour formation, more the probability that the points
move together. Variable Tp is a square neighborhood at
ap , while mp is the region of support for ap , a binary
mask which indicates the presence of each neighboring
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pixel c inside the pixel, modulated by a two dimensional
Gaussian function. In Eqn. (1) the objective function
mentioned is nonlinear, hence taylor expansion is used to
linearize the data term followed by the optimization of
objective function performed through iterative
reweighted least square (IRLS) [5, 6] and pyramid based
coarse-to-fine search [4, 6]. In order to account for the

Following terms constitute the objective function for
approximating the layer by layer optical flow. In the first
step, the matching of images with the visible data term is
formulated as mentioned in below:

changes in the lighting condition, the images in F 1 and

(2)
Where, u is the Gaussian filter. The data term Bdata for
( g 2, h2) is similarly defined. To account for outliers in

F 2 contain the first and second order derivative of
luminance instead of just RGB channels. The rigidity of
the object is controlled by the coefficient  .The user can
set the value of  before tracking.
For handling occlusion, the user is allowed to specify
relative depth and the depth is automatically interpolated
(as time function) for the rest of the frames. The contour
tracker is driven by a 2nd-order dynamical model for
prediction. The prediction is used as an initialization for
optimizing Eqn. (1). The tracking algorithm iterates
between the following two steps to handle occlusion:
(1) Check whether each landmark zp is occluded by
other layers with smaller depth values. If occlusion
is detected for zp then set rp(c)  0 , c  Np in
Eqn. (1). This means there is no region to support
tracking zp .
(2) Optimize Eqn. (1) using the coarse-to-fine scheme.
The contour tracker worked fine for most of the cases,
but it fails in case of drift from the position especially
when the object rotates. To overcome this drawback, the
system allows the correction of a landmark to be made at
any frame and the change is transferred to the other
frames. In the temporal propagation [1], to reconstruct
the point modified by the user, the linear regression
coefficients for the other points are estimated. The
algorithm proposed works astonishingly well. In
comparison
to
the
complicated
contour
tracking/modification algorithm proposed in [8], are too
expensive to be implemented for real-time long distance
environments.
B. Layer by layer optical flow estimation
The mask showing the visibility of each layer is the
main difference between layer by layer optical flow
estimation and traditional flow estimation for the whole
frame. The pixels lying inside the mask are only used for
matching. For occlusion handling problem, apart from
the normal procedure, outlier detection is also performed
to segregate occlusion in the evaluation of optical flow to
compensate the irregularity caused in the evaluation due
to arbitrary shape of the mask.
For baseline line model for optical flow estimation the
system uses optical flow algorithm [5,6], while to
improve the accuracy symmetric flow, computation is
included. Let E1 and E 2 be the visible mask of a layer at
( g1, h1)
frame F 1 and F 2 ,
be the flow field from
(
g
2
,
h
2
)
F 1 to F 2 , and
the flow field from F 2 to F 1 .
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(1)
Bdata
  u * E1( x, y ) | F 1( x  g 1, y  h1)  F 2( x, y ) |

(2)

matching, L1 norm is used. In the second step,
smoothness is imposed by:
2

(1)
Bsmooth
  (| g 1 |  | h1 |2 )

(3)



Where varies between 0.5 and 1. Finally, symmetric
matching can be achieved by:
(1)
Bsym


| g 1( x  y )  g 2( x  g 1, y  h1) | 
| h1( x  y )  h 2( x  g 1, y  h1) |

(4)

The sum of the above three equation gives the
objective function described below:
2

( j)
( j)
( j)
B( g 1, h1, g 2, h 2)   Bdata
  Bsmooth
  Bsym
j 1

(5)

IRLS proposed in [5,6] is used as equivalent to outer
and inner fixed-points, together with the coarse-to-fine
search [4,6] and image wrapping for the optimization of
this objective function. After computing the flow at each
level of pyramid, the visible layer mask E1 is
approximated on the basis of estimated flow:



If B2( x  g1, y  h1)  0 , then set B1( x, y)  0 ;
If in the Eqn. (4), the symmetry term is beyond the
threshold at ( x, y) , then set E1( x, y)  0 .

Same rule can be used to update E 2 . As coarse to fine
technique is used for the algorithm, we get two
bidirectional flow fields and cropped visible layer masks
that exhibit occlusion. The user is allowed to change the

values of  ,  and in Eqn. (5).
C. Human assisted motion labeling
On failure of optical flow estimation fails, the user by
the help of feature points can specify the sparse
correspondence between two frames. The system then
automatically produces a parametric motion or
interpolates a dense flow field based on the specified
sparse correspondence. For the specification of sparse
correspondence the user can either use the help of
computer for increasing efficiency or manually, taking
full control of motion annotation. Minimum SSD
matching and Lucas-Kanade transform [7] is used by the
system for finding the best match in the next frame for
the feature point specified by user in previous frame. The
system depends on the number of feature points specified
to determine the mode of parametric motion i.e.
I.J. Image, Graphics and Signal Processing, 2012, 10, 40-47
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translation, affine transform or homography followed by
the estimation of the motion parameters accordingly. The
modes mentioned above can also be selected by the user
directly and the user even have an option to choose to
generate a smooth flow field interpolated using the
preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm.
However, defining corner like features for sequences
in which only line structure is present can be a difficult
task for these kinds of sequences. In order to solve this
problem, uncertainty matching and probalisitic
parametric motion were included in the algorithm so that
the user can have a freedom to choose any pixel for
correspondence. In the case of uncertainty matching, a
probability map wp ( x) is produced to match the feature

p at location cp  R 2 . A mean  p and
point



p
covariance matrix
are used to approximate the
H
p ( x)
probability map
.For the determination of the
probabilistic motion estimation, the system loops around
two points. In the first step, the current estimate of mean
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and covariance are used for motion approximation.
2
2
Mathematically, let s(cp; ) : R  R be a parametric
motion applied to the estimation of parametric motion
computed by

 *  arg min  ( s (cp;  )   p )T  p ( s(cp;  )   p)


p

(6)
In second step, estimation of the mean and covariance
is done where a new probability map is used which is
reweighted by the current motion
{ p,  p }  ip ( x)  ( s(cp;  * ),  2 F )

(7)

Convergence of this algorithm occurs within a few

iterations. A dense flow field (i.e.  ) can also be
obtained for the motion s(cp;  ) . Also, the feature point
specified by the user can be used in the next frame. For
providing the human assistance the users interact with the
tool through the interface provided in the system
developed by the authors of [1].

Fig. 2 a) Contour generated on the objects video with illumination variation b) Annotated sequence for 60 cm depth c) Annotated sequence for 80 cm
depth d) Annotated sequence for 100 cm depth
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Table 1. Error incurred during contour based tracking of each frame with respect to ground truth frame in percentage and pixels for at depth a) 60 b)
80 c) 100 (in cm)

Frame
Number of pixels

Error in pixels with ground frame

Error (%) w.r.t ground truth frame

2

70339

0006

0.009

3

70295

00050

0.071

4

69337

01084

1.433

5

69063

01282

1.822

6

68244

02101

2.987

7

67851

02494

3.546

8

66375

03970

5.643

(a)

9

64420

05925

8.423

10

60496

09849

14.001

11

58082

12263

17.432

Number of pixels

Error in pixels with ground frame

Error (%) w.r.t ground truth frame

2

70229

00009

0.012

3

70197

00041

0.058

4

69374

00864

1.234

5

69052

01186

1.689

6

68517

01721

2.45

7

68161

02077

2.957

8

66893

03345

4.763

9

64667

05571

7.932

10

61918

08320

11.843

11

59308

10930

15.561

Number of pixels

Error in pixels with ground frame

Error (%) w.r.t ground truth frame

2

10054

001

0.009

3

10064

009

0.089

4

10055

000

0.000

5

10136

081

0.805

6

10161

106

1.050

7

10340

285

2.832

8

10357

302

2.990

Frame
(b)

Frame
(c)

9

10402

247

3.450

10

10458

403

4.010

11

10918

863

8.58
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Table 2. Error incurred during contour based tracking with illumination variation of each frame with respect to ground truth frame in percentage and
pixels for at depth a) 60 b) 80 c) 100 (in cm)

Frame
Number of pixels

Error in pixels with ground frame

Error (%) w.r.t ground truth frame

2

65279

40

0.060

3

63810

1509

2.310

4

61759

3560

5.450

5

60165

5154

7.890

6

58878

6441

9.860

7

57212

8107

12.410

8

55227

10092

15.450

(a)

9

52346

12973

19.860

10

49191

16128

24.690

11

46520

18799

28.780

Number of pixels

Error in pixels with ground frame

Error (%) w.r.t ground truth frame

Frame
(b)
2

65825

27

0.041

3

64166

1686

2.560

4

62829

3023

4.590

5

61762

4090

6.210

6

59978

5874

8.920

7

58700

7152

10.860

8

57673

8179

12.420

9

54979

10873

16.510

10

52800

13052

19.820

11

49514

16338

24.810

Number of pixels

Error in pixels with ground frame

Error (%) w.r.t ground truth frame

2

65107

21

0.032

3

63551

1577

2.420

4

62190

2938

4.510

5

60738

4390

6.740

6

59390

5738

8.810

7

58458

6670

10.240

8

56973

8155

12.520

Frame
(c)

9

55156

9978

15.310

10

53567

11561

17.750

11

51339

13729

21.080
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III. RESULTS
The aim of the experiment is to analyze the tracking
ability of annotation applied on 3 similar normal video
sequences varying in depth. In the experiment, one bike
occludes the other at a depth of 60 cm, 80 cm and 100 cm
respectively. The effect on tracking is also analyzed with
illumination variations using 3 different light sources in
video sequences having objects occluding one another at
same depth. The paper finally studies the ability of
annotation to track the occluded object based on
pyramids with variation in depth further establishing a
threshold at which the ability of the system to track the
occluded object fails. The threshold is established by
computing the percentage overlap of contours of the two
objects till both are not distorted as once the contour is
distorted it is impossible to effectively track the objects.
The section further also computes the percentage error in
all in the sequence at different depths. The simulations
were carried out on windows 7 running on an Intel i3
2.26 GHz processor machine. The automatic tracking for
all frames in different video sequences takes less than 2
seconds on an average to compute. The focus is to study
frames which incur major occlusion, occurring from
frames 2 to frame 11 in the first, second & third video
sequence respectively as shown in fig. 1 (a), 1 (b), 1 (c).
The contour of the object is tracked from the reference
frame to succeeding frame using the layer by layer
optical flow estimation as shown in fig. 1.
Error is defined as the total number of extra pixels
classified or unclassified in the contour of the succeeding
frame over the total number of pixels in the reference
contour in the first frame. The ground truth pixels for the
reference frame are 70301, 70345 & 70238 for the first,
second and third video sequence respectively across
which all the error for each frame is evaluated. Detail of
the total number of pixels in the succeeding frames along
with the error in tracking with respect to the ground truth
frame for all the three cases (60, 80, 100 cm) are also
shown in fig. 2 (a), 2 (b), 2 (c). The error for tracking the
object in 100 cm sequence varies from a minimum value
of 0.012 (%) to a maximum of 15.561 (%), the error in
the 80 cm tracking condition varies in a range of 0.009
(%) to 17.342 (%) while the error in tracking under the
60 cm distance outdoor sequence varies from 0.014 (%)
to 20.343 (%).
From the error analysis data as shown in table. 3, we
can state the ability of the system to track the occluded
objects fails completely at 3.54 % error at 60 cm depth at
frame 7, at 4.76 % error at 80 cm depth at frame 8 and at
3.45 % error for 100 cm depth at frame 9. The object can
be tracked effectively if the percentage error of tracking
is below 3.54 % for 60 cm depth, 4.76 % for 80 cm depth
and 3.45 % error for 100 cm.
In case of illumination variation, the ground truth
pixels for the reference frame are 65128, 65852 & 65319
for the first, second and third video sequence respectively
across which all the error for each frame is evaluated.
Detail of the total number of pixels in the succeeding
Copyright © 2012 MECS

frames along with the error in tracking with respect to the
ground truth frame for all the three cases (60, 80, 100 cm)
are also shown in fig. 2 (a), 2 (b), 2 (c). The error for
tracking the object in 100 cm sequence varies from a
minimum value of 0.032 (%) to a maximum of 21.08 (%),
the error in the 80 cm tracking condition varies in a range
of 0.041 (%) to 24.81 (%) while the error in tracking
under the 60 cm distance outdoor sequence varies from
0.060 (%) to 28.78 (%).
Similarly, from the error analysis as shown in Table. 4,
we can state the ability of the system to track the
occluded objects fails completely at 5.45 % error at 60
cm depth at frame 4, at 6.21% error at 80 cm depth at
frame 5 and at 6.74 % error for 100 cm depth at frame 5.
The object can be tracked effectively if the percentage
error of tracking is below 1.45 % for 60 cm depth,
2.76 % for 80 cm depth and 2.85 % error for 100 cm.
IV. CONCLUSION
It is observed that the deformations in the contour in
case of smallest depth (60 cm depth) are much more as
compared to the other two sequences. The above statement
is justified as the pyramids of both the object contours are
near to each other causing distortion in the contour hence
hindering the tracking capabilities. It can be also justified
by the error thresholds computed as the ability of the
system to track the occluded object fails at frame 6 for 60
cm depth while at frame 8 and 9 for 80 and 100 cm depth
respectively, hence proving that the occluded object can be
tracked more efficiently with larger depth between the
occluded and non occluded objects. In case of illumination
variations, apart from the distance between the object
pyramids, the grayscale of objects becomes extremely
difficult to be identified at low intensities, which sharply
decreases system‟s capability to track object efficiently.
Hence, the systems will be able to track the object less
accurately leading to more error. In addition, the ability
system to track will fail at lower threshold values. The
ability of the system to track the occluded object fails at
frame 4 for 60 cm depth while at frame 5 and 5 for 80 and
100 cm depth respectively, hence proving that the
occluded object can be tracked more efficiently at one
frame with larger depth between the occluded and non
occluded objects. Moreover the threshold for 60 cm, 80 cm
and 100 cm depth for normal video sequence is more than
the threshold for illumination variation sequence as there
will be more distortion in contour in the second case as
mentioned above. The thresholds established can be used
as a bench mark to estimate the capability of different
softwares. The system has vast application in areas where
flawless tracking is of great importance. The summary can
be effectively used by computer scientists in designing
system using image annotation for tracking.
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